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Ο1 / Α1 Analysis report 
 

THE ‘STARTUP’ SITUATION IN ROMANIA 

Financial Management signifies planning, organizing, directing and controlling the financial activities 

such as procurement and utilization of funds of the enterprise. It means applying general management 

principles to financial resources of the enterprise. 

Keeping up with the financial side of owning a small business is at least a three-layered job consisting 

of: taking care of invoices, expenses, day-to-day accounting and paying taxes. More specifically,  a 

basic scheme of financial management comprises the following concrete aspects: 

1. The P&L Statement (also called the Income, or Earnings Statement) summarizes revenue and 
expenses and reports your resulting profit or loss that’s what the P and L stand for. 

2. The Statement of Cash Flows begins by reporting the net increase or decrease in cash 
from your revenue and expenses during the period (which is a different amount than 
your profit or loss for the period); this statement also summarizes other sources of 
cash you tapped during the period, and what you did with your available cash. 

3. The Balance Sheet (also called the Statement of Financial Condition) summarizes your 
assets and liabilities at the close of business on the last day of the profit period and 
reports the sources of your owners’ equity (assets less liabilities). 

 

A. Budgeting: cash budget practices and C. Cash flow management 
In the current economic context, companies are starting to pay more attention to efficient resource 
management and use revenue and expenditure budgets as financial management tools at company 
level and at the level of the company's main types of business activities. 

The revenue budget is the financial estimate of the company's product and service sales, and the 
spending budget is the financial estimate of the resource consumption needed to achieve the 
company's objectives. 

The factors that influence the overall budget of a company's revenue budget are: 

- business objectives of the company, namely: turnover, target market and market share; 

- Company's business policies, such as product, customer, price, and discount policy; 

- the general business environment. 

Generally speaking, financial management is at a pretty basic level for the Romanian SMEs and it is 

not at all prioritized in the general management scheme. That situation translates into the use of Excell 

Spreadsheets for keeping multi-layered records and as a tool for all the aspects of financial 

management. This means on the one hand that substantial work goes into just keeping track of the 

finances and, on the other hand, the SME does not get a chance to profit from the use of truly smart 

tools which would enable it to always be one step ahead of things.  

 

 



 

 
 

Otherwise, there are two types of instruments largely used for financial management purposes:  

1. General tools which have finances as a component (such as Microsoft Project or ERP - 
Enterprise resource planning, suites of integrated applications). 
 

2. Specialist software solutions for very specific aspects of financial management, mostly 
accounting, such as: Mentor, Saga, Ciel, Contab SQL, Conta Free etc.; or planning, managing, 
monitoring software: SAP, Charisma, etc.  

 
None the less, many SMMEs still take a passive approach to their cash management, rely on manual 
processes or simple accounting software to manage their cash even as their businesses grow. 
Eventually, these businesses face liquidity problems that result in their closure. 

As for e-Invoicing adoption, it currently is becoming a common practice mainly amongst companies 
larger than an SME. The most used billing and management software in Romania is smartbill.ro, which 
supposedly serves up to 50.000 companies of various sizes. It takes care of all issues related to the 
issue, delivery and receipt of online invoices, notices, proforms, receipts, and inventory management, 
nir, vouchers, online reports. 

B.Finance 

a.Obtaining financing: Apart from their own capital or European funding, SMEs are getting 
governmental support in Romania. The Ministry of Economy financed and managed a total of 
10 initiatives in 2016 and 9 in 2017, aimed at SME development, with a total budget valued 
at over EUR 37 million per year. These programmes  were financed entirely from the state 
budget. Some of the most important of them are: Start-up Nation Romania, 
Internationalisation Programme, Micro-industrialisation, The SME Fair, The Commerce 
Programme.  

Also, two important other programmes were partly state suported, partly financed through 
European funding and these are: 

1. The National Programme for Entrepreneurship Development which finances the 
entrepreneurial infrastructure at the level of the local communities, namely: the 
establishment of at least one incubator / industrial park / technological park. 

2. The Professional Romania Programme which is a Public-Private Partnership Support 
Programme for vocational and craft schools, a programme that supports the training of young 
people in the trades needed by the economy, at the moment one of the most pressing 
problems of the economy being a lack of adequate workforce. 

b.Crowdfunding: This is a relatively new concept for the Romanian market, but a very 

successful and powerful tool for financing that has expanded very fast on other continents 

so far. In a few words, crowd-funding is the term that defines the collective financial effort 

of a group of people to raise necessary resources, to support the initiatives of others, or 

organizations, usually through an online platform.  

In Romania, in just a couple of years, this financing solution has gained a lot of popularity. 

After surpassing the distrust phase, people and businesses are getting more and more 

https://www.smartbill.ro/


 

 
 

involved in this new means of financing both social causes and businesses. To name just a 

few, here are eight popular crowdfunding platforms functioning in our country right now:  

1. crestemidei.ro (EN We raise ideas): Up to now, the platform has had over 35 

projects, including 17 funded projects. 

 

What is interesting about this platform is that the project will be funded only if the 

amount has been fully collected. If you gathered only half, unfortunately the money 

will not go to the project and will return to the contributors. 

 

By this method they do not want to do half a job. Their philosophy is to finance 

everything or nothing. 

 

It is also important to note that Crestemidei.ro is a nonprofit association that has 

been started by 3 friends set out to make a change in their local community. 

 

2. multifinantare.ro (EN: multifinancing) is the first crowdfunding platform in Romania. 

The platform divides projects into three major categories: capital projects launched 

by companies in exchange for the issue of shares or bonds, creative projects 

launched by individuals or legal entities and charitable projects. 

3. potsieu.ro (EN: I can do it too) The platform divides projects into three major 

categories: capital projects launched by companies in exchange for the issue of 

shares or bonds, creative projects launched by individuals or legal entities and 

charitable projects. 

4. wearehere.ro We Are Here is a crowdfunding platform in Romania to help you 

finance your creative and educational events and projects that you have planned and 

can not self-support. Most projects funded were events, shows, CD releases and 

books. Up to now, over 45 projects have been published on the platform, out of 

which over 20 have been funded. 

5. kazuu.ro Kazuu.ro is a fairly new platform set up to finance creativity, innovative 

projects and entrepreneurship.  

6. bursabinelui.ro (EN: the scholarship of good) It is a Commercial Bank of Romania, 

only for NGOs only. It is organized as a contest, and the winner will double the 

amount with the help of CBR. 

7. crowdfunding.alumni.ubbcluj.ro (Babes-Bolyai University crowdfunding programme) 

The Babeş-Bolyai University in Cluj has its own fundraising platform for faculty 

alumni, but not exclusively. There are currently 4 projects to be funded. 

8. sprijina.ro (EN: Support) A platform that aims to fund personal and business projects. 

The categories of projects that can be funded through this platform are: small 

business, sports, education, pet related issues, environment and travel. 

 

 

http://crestemidei.ro/?locale=en
http://multifinantare.ro/
http://potsieu.ro/
http://www.wearehere.ro/eng
http://www.kazuu.ro/
https://www.bursabinelui.ro/BursaBinelui/Home/Home
http://crowdfunding.alumni.ubbcluj.ro/
https://www.sprijina.ro/


 

 
 

D.ICT-enabled Business Development 

a. eProcurement adoption and practices:  

E-procurement has many aspects, one of them being the legal one. Public domain actors, when dealing 
with the private sector, use a mandatory on-line national platform for public procurement, e-
licitatie.ro, which implies that eProcurement is a fairly common practice overall. Romania's electronic 
procurement portal 'e-licitatie' now provides more information on the public procurement process.  

Use of eProcurement via the national platform is mandatory for all contracting authorities, all types 
of goods, services and public works. As for the monitoring of e-Procurement, all contracting 
authorities are obliged to report their e-procurement activities to the national government. The policy 
maker does not highlight any information gap, since relevant data is already collected.  

Also, one of the latest eProcurement projects, aimed at strengthening DUAE use and eCertis 
integration in our country, has started in 2017, as a main initiative part of the Digital Agenda for 
Romania Programme. 

b. eCommerce integration  

At eighteen years since the first online stores opened in Romania, e-commerce is now expanding with 
particularly attractive prospects. From rudimentary beginnings and a handful of stores focused 
especially on CD marketing, the e-commerce field in Romania today means specialized web platforms, 
designed for any individual or legal entity wishing to open an on-line store in just a few hours. With 
free or paid packages, the most popular e-commerce platforms in Romania contribute every day to 
creating new e-shops on the most varied market niches and product categories. 

Based on the well-known WordPress blogging platform, WooCommerce is today the most popular 
plugin used by the Romanians to develop online stores, with a market share of 28.61%. Created to 
serve on-line stores of any size, WooCommerce relies primarily on affordability and familiarity, 
targeting users with low or medium-level web development knowledge. The platform does not 
neglect, however, any advanced web developers who can find in the design flexibility enough 
personalization and innovation. 

With a market share of 22.75% and over 1,200 on-line stores created on the basis of a web platform 
in the trend-setting trend store in this area, Magento has grown in popularity on the Romanian market 
in recent years, developing the industry and increasing the demands of entrepreneurs for specialized 
e-commerce platforms. With a well-established web development platform, Magento has attracted 
more and more followers in the past few years through innovations consistent with market demands 
and flexibility in integrating the most diverse applications. 

With 16.73% of the profile market and about 900 on-line stores created, Prestashop is still one of the 
most popular e-commerce web platforms currently in Romania. Equally oriented to performance and 
adaptability, on the one hand, and functional accessibility, Prestashop is a popular platform with the 
unique combination of high tech and user friendly. Going from a simple format, similar to what we 
can still see on WordPress and OpenCart based e-commerce options, Prestashop has grown with its 
users, growing in complexity with market demands. 

With over 500 online stores and a 9.52% OpenCart market share, this year is also one of the preferred 
e-commerce platforms for Romanians. Although created for the first time in 1999, OpenCart really 
began its public history in 2005 when it was taken over by developer Daniel Kerr. With a list of options 

https://www.e-licitatie.ro/Public/Common/Content.aspx?f=PublicHomePage
https://www.e-licitatie.ro/Public/Common/Content.aspx?f=PublicHomePage


 

 
 

and features that easily rivals the industry podium, OpenCart is especially designed for small online 
stores and suited for users who are looking to develop a simple and efficient e-shop in a short time 
and without need advanced web development knowledge. 

On the list of e-commerce platforms that support the development of the Romanian market are also 
Virtuemart (6.98%), OsCommerce (3.78%) and BigCommerce (3.17%). Continuously developing and 
increasingly demanding, the e-commerce market in Romania also brings new challenges for 
developers and e-commerce platforms this year, claiming to remain in the top 3. The entry of 
hypermarkets into the on-line delivery area, diversification of product ranges and penetration into 
new market segments, new requirements in the field of customer management and security 
procedures related to personal data protection and on-line payments are just some of the challenges 
that will define the results and evolution of developers in the second half of this year. 

c.Use of virtual marketplaces 

The First Virtual Market in Romania was created in 2000 by the Transylvania Business Center, in Cluj 
Napoca, interconnecting virtual markets, on-line databases, electronic exchanges, virtual stores and 
online media. The most important sectors were included in www.v-market.ro/, namely: industry, 
agriculture, construction, IT, media, medicine and pharmacy, handicrafts and crafts, consulting, 
distribution, stylism, transport, tourism, investments-actions , banks and grants, auto, real estate, 
jobs, fairs and exhibitions. Access to the First Virtual Market in Romania is unrestricted. 

BitcoinXRomania, a virtual currency trading platform, launched its operations in Romania in 2015, a 
few months after BTCXchange.ro, the only platform of its kind on the local market, announced the 
shutdown of its activities for security reasons. 

"Romania is a natural environment for virtual coins, given the national affinity for technology and high 
employment in the IT sector. BTCXchange.ro, which has ceased its activity, registered 3,000 user 
accounts and a daily trading volume of 50 Bitcoin, in a short period of activity, demonstrating the 
potential of the market, " said a BitcoinRomania press-release.  

After nearly 500% growth over the past year, Bitcoin has become a topic of discussion even among 
people who until recently have never even thought of making financial investments. As a result, a 
number of local brokerage houses have launched derivatives that allow the new wave of potential 
customers, the high-income, multinationals, to trade in just a few minutes the most fashionable virtual 
currencies. 

E. Fiscal and regulatory environment for SMEs in Romania 
 

The fiscal and regulatory environment has deteriorated over the past year in Romania for startup 

entrepreneurs, according to 44% of respondents, states the 2017 Startup Barometer in Romania. The 

percentage of those who see a worsening is almost 50% higher, rising from 30% to 44%, as well as the 

undecided percentage dropped visibly (from 19% to 12%). This marks the fact that last year's 

legislative changes in the tax area have been perceived by most entrepreneurs at the beginning of the 

road as having a negative impact on the environment in which companies operate. 

2018 began with a new set of VAT rules by the entry into force of the split VAT mechanism. Even if it 

only targets companies in insolvency or which have VAT debts, in reality, the obligations of all VAT 

payers have become more complex since January 1st. In addition to the obligation to verify whether 

their suppliers have a valid VAT code, if this code has been declared inactive, and if they apply VAT to 



 

 
 

the collection, companies will have to check from this year also whether these providers apply the 

split payment VAT. 

Fulfilling all these obligations attracts additional costs and resources, which are sometimes ignored by 

taxpayers, being time-consuming and burdensome for employees. Failure to comply with obligations, 

however, attracts considerable sanctions, which may amount to up to 100% of VAT, as has been shown 

in countless tax inspections. 

The EY VAT Check application is a solution that greatly simplifies the effort of companies and reduces 

the time spent on these verification operations. 

Conclusion - General Remarks 
 

Digitalisation of SMEs in Romania 2017 

Digitization is for all companies, from multinational to small and medium businesses. Sometimes it is 

implemented in a structured way, sometimes it takes the form of digital solutions for solving 

operational problems, says Constantin MAGDALINA, Emerging Expert, Trends and Technologies. 

According to him, unlike large companies, small and medium-sized companies have the advantage of 

integrating digitization from the start into the business model. The generation of young 

entrepreneurs has so much internalized the use of technology in their private lives that, when they 

start a business, they do not even think of adopting digital solutions as a great success. It simply 

comes naturally to integrate technology into the business of their companies. 

As shown by the results of the Barometer of Digitization in Romanian Companies, conducted by 

consultancy Valoria, 73% of small and medium-sized service companies (SMEs) have been highly 

influenced by digitization. Only 60% of respondents say they are confident they have the knowledge 

to capitalize on digitization, and 87% of these entrepreneurs do not consider digital business models 

a threat to their company. 

According to the Barometer of Digitization in Romanian companies, 64% of small and medium-sized 

service companies in Romania expect to generate 10% more revenue over the next 5 years with Big 

Data and analytics data, 64% with devices connected to the Internet (IoT) and 28% through virtual 

reality. 

"With the help of digitization, 58% of the small and medium-sized service companies in Romania 

expect both their profits and their turnover to grow between 5% and 20% over the next 3 years," said 

Constantin MAGDALINA. 

"According to the latest report of the National Institute of Statistics, the services sector has a growing 

share of GDP due to the increase in added value. Signing the maturity of the country's economic 

development model, high added value services are provided by companies that scale fast due to 

digitization. As companies in Romania will adopt digitization, they will perform and increase the 

competitiveness of the Romanian economy, " he added. 

 


